END OF YEAR REPORT: ED-WISE WORKING WITH YOUNG ENTERPRISE
Ed-WISE is writing to all those associated with the delivery of the Young Enterprise Company
Programme this academic year.
We would like to thank you for your involvement and support this year. We are updating
you on how the teams fared in what became a disappointing end for many as Covid-19
compromised the planned activity.
We are also outlining how we plan to take things forward for 2020-21. We would very much
like to see all those involved this year to continue working with us next year as we
consolidate on progress made and then look to make the programme even more inclusive
as opportunities develop.

SUCCESS FOR SWISH IN COMPANY PROGRAMME

The Young Enterprise Company programme has been very successful, in terms of reaching
the latter stages of the competition. This is down to the efforts and focus of the “Swish”
team from Ryde Academy, with Reuben Loake as Business Advisor and Katie Bell as the
Centre Lead.
The Covid-19 outbreak triggered schools to close rapidly in late March, meaning a real
difficulty in progressing and coordinating initiatives. Anticipating the step of school closure
in mid-March, Katie steered her team to increase their trading activity as much as possible
and to start the process of winding down the company. This enabled the team to submit
their company report to Young Enterprise, with all the trading aspects complete.

Swish and Node Clothing (from Island 6th Form) were the only 2 Island teams able to go
forward to the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Area Final, having completed all the company
report stages and documentation. That was really disappointing, as many teams had shown
real promise.

Node Clothing made an excellent display of their product.

The Dragons Den event in February, as part of the Company Programme, was a major
success and acted as a springboard for many of the teams. The cash investment was kindly
provided by The Rotary Club of Cowes and Island Business Network. The Dragons panel was
made up of well-known local business people and led by Jamie Busby from Hose Rhodes
Dickson.

IOW Dragons (left to right): Steve Winter, Jacquie Tarry, Matt Jeffery, Jamie Busby
Teams had to impress in the Dragons Den to secure further funding to support their
business initiatives.
Given the hot competition in the Den, it was difficult for the Dragons to choose the team
with the best funding pitch. All the teams impressed. That award went to Swish from Ryde
Academy, who developed and sold a range of soap products ideal for the gift market. Extra

funding awards were also made to Isle of Wight College, Medina College and Carisbrooke
College.
The Dragons were very impressed with the pitching from the teams, as Jamie commented:
“We have been moved and inspired by the range of creative services and products the
different teams have presented in the Den, pitching for additional funding and investment.
It’s great to see young people getting to grips with what being in business is really like.”

The virus outbreak halted the trade fair events organised for Tescos Ryde in early May and
so the Area Final judging was organised purely on-line, with no face to face interviews or
presentations.
To our surprise, the Hampshire region was less represented in the Area Final than expected,
with Island teams making 40% of the total number. Swish swept all the other teams away,
winning a trio of Awards for Sustainability, Team Journey and Best Company. Swish became
the first Island school to win to successfully, certainly in recent years, and so they then took
the next step up the competition ladder with a South East regional final in June.
Unfortunately, Swish were unable to progress yet further in the competition.
We were able to generate plenty of coverage and promotion around Swish success:
https://www.islandecho.co.uk/brilliant-regional-success-for-swish-in-young-enterprise-chall
enge/
We are presenting all participating students with a certificate to recognise their involvement
with the Company Programme.

PLANS FOR COMPANY PROGRAMME 2020-21
At the same time as final judging was happening, Young Enterprise were keen to know our
intentions for 2020-21.
We recognise how important IOW now is to Young Enterprise. We wrote to Young
Enterprise CEO, sharing our undecided thoughts about the future direction. The CEO
responded with a proposal for team entry cost of £250, so a big shift away from the pay and
get some credited back approach we had to tolerate in the current year. This is now much
better value.
We have expressed our concerns over bureaucracy and dysfunctional admin processes at
the Young Enterprise end, which spoiled the Company Programme experience for some
students and business advisors.
We have held a video call with the senior YE team and have received assurances that
practical changes have been made to poor processes and lessons learned.
To give a bit more detail. Those processes mean that opening the student bank account will
be a lot simpler and not a ping-pong request for form corrections. Young Enterprise have
agreed with HSBC to do an online from which has prompts and explanations built in and will
only be accepted
There are similar improvements to team registrations and new Business Advisor registration
process. We are seeking assurances and demonstrations that the right lessons have been
learned and improvements made. Young Enterprise are in the process of showing us this
evidence of change.
Assuming we are reassured around this, then going forward with Young Enterprise in this
way, with the £250 team entry cost, seems most sensible. We need to determine yet how
the team entry cost is paid – ie. some possible school contribution / business sponsorship,
etc.
We think that progressing this way is also sensible for other opportunities this approach can
bring. We want to broaden our business skills offering to schools and be more inclusive.
Introducing the Team Challenge (for children with learning difficulties), Fiver Challenge (for
primary school children to show entrepreneurial skills) and Tenner Challenge (for secondary
school children to show entrepreneurial skills), are all Young Enterprise products that we
could access.
Our relationship with Young Enterprise allows us to be autonomous. This means that we can
layer on top other Business workshop ideas, around subjects like production, sales and
marketing, that we have discussed with Jamie Busby and others. We can introduce these
workshops into schools, as requested / suitable. We can develop our own business
engagement programme to have as an option to move away from Young Enterprise in 12
months-time or to act as a Plan B if needed. We will also develop ideas with HTP around
proper student accreditation, to recognise the efforts of students.
PLANS FOR DELIEVRING MORE INSPIRATION

We are currently pitching for chairable funding to develop our Ins[ired leadernign initiatives
both digitally abd in person, where possible.
We have seen a need for a state of the art
The project involves 2 key strategies. Firstly, building a state of the art engaging and
interactive website. The website journey for student users is shown in the attached
document. Secondly, delivering Inspired Learning Live sessions to specific year groups across
all Island secondary schools.

The website would have 2 levels of entry, for primary school and secondary school students.
These different age groups will be served age-appropriate content around careers. Both age
groups would be able to understand the career opportunities, presented in a real and
honest way. Island Careers Partnership would then take the engaged secondary school
student to a next level of discovery by setting up work experience placements.

There are 5 key steps to the project:
1. Building an interactive careers website, titled Ed-INSPIRE, selecting possible multiple
career paths, after being through a filtering process to recognise individual student
skills, interests and values.
2. Students can discover what specific career opportunities are really like, hearing from
and engaging with real people working in those business sectors.
3. Engaging with specific whole year groups to raise aspirations through Inspired
Learning Live sessions.
4. Introduce skills workshops - e.g. digital marketing – delivered by leading professional
local business people.
5. Students to learn social and presentation skills to build their confidence and ability
to impress.

